Lindsay Dale Hudson  Born Toronto June 13, 1972 Died Iqaluit December 12, 2009

Dearly loved daughter of Sharon Hudson Moore (Dr. Nick Moore) and Dr. Robert Hudson (Nicole Florent). Adored sister of Danielle (Ken Sullivan) and Graham (Cecilia Waszzuk) and step-sister of Nadine (Jeff Huddleston), Patti Moore (Greg Griffin) and Jeff Moore. Cherished and devoted aunt to Jordan, Holly, Ty and Hudson. Treasured niece of Jacqui Copley, Grant Copley (Robin Kennedy), Roger Hudson, honorary aunt Cathy Davis and beloved by her many cousins, nieces and nephews.

We, her friends from Iqaluit, will always remember Lindsay bringing such joy into our lives through: dancing and singing, cooking, visiting, laughing uncontrollably until belly and cheeks hurt (aka ROFLOL©), skidooing, four wheeling, camping and having bonfires. Throughout all our times and activities with Lindsay, her beloved four-legged companions, Kuluk Pualu Hudson, Tiguaq Alex Hudson and Naja Louise Hudson, were always there.

Whether you had met Lindsay once or many times, you were looking forward to the next time that you would spend with her. She was charismatic, full of life, and brightened the room every time she walked in.

Lindsay accepted people for who they were. She always tried to get to know people and find the best in them. Sensitive and caring, she showed an outstanding emotional intelligence. Her many great qualities made her an exceptional individual, and we were honoured to be her friends.

Special thanks to the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Iqaluit Search and Rescue, and citizens of Iqaluit who participated in the intense and difficult search efforts.

Lindsay, we will always remember you.